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Introduction 
to Story City 

History



We empower creators to invite 
people into their world, by 
telling stories you can live.

We redefine stories so they’re something you’re a 
part of, not told.

To bridge cultural divides & shine a light on issues 
our communities face in a way that promotes 

engagement & empathy.

Our Mission



The 
Storytelling 
Landscape Is 
Shifting



• Created by CEO Emily Craven who ran 

the world’s first CYOA event.

• 80+ writers, artists, musicians and 

narrators across 10 cities.

• 40+ stories, 25+ partners, 25k+ users, 4 

awards & 40+  media articles.

• Upskilled over 300+ creators in 

interactive storytelling.

Who Is Story City?



Location + Fiction creates an alternate reality 
narrative. 

It blurs the edges between our everyday & 
imagined worlds. 

Readers are invited to interact with each other & 
fictional characters using things which are familiar 
to increase the believability of the fantasy.

In the experience two worlds are always related, 
they are superimposed, combining & connecting 
‘physical’ & ‘fictional’ realities.

Reality + Fiction



Choose Your Adventure
• Originally: Series of Children’s 

game-books

• Written in a 2nd person POV

• Reader assumes protagonist 
role, makes choices that 
determine the main 
character’s actions and the 
plot’s outcome

• Stories are gender/race 
neutral



Origin 
Story



Adelaide CYOA 
vs. Brisbane 
Street Reads



Locations
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How Does It 
Work?







Chapter 3

Locative 
Storytelling & 

Writing for 
Apps



Interactivity

When a reader must interact or 

perform some action for the story to 

continue or a reader’s actions or 

choices affects the direction of a story 

and how it ends. Interactivity 

promotes an ‘active’ state of learning 

rather than a ‘passive’ state of 

learning

Transmedia

Storytelling across multiple forms of 
media, with each element making 
distinctive contributions to a user's 

understanding of the story universe.



Transmedia 
Best Practice

Something to 
Say?

Compelling 
Character

Avoid 

Repetition

Leverage 
Strengths



Locative 
Literature



Sound Scapes



Interactive Art
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What Types 
of 

Adventures 
Can You 
Create?



• Split pathways through experience

• Have two segments in the same 
location but with different stories 
depending on where you’ve been 
before.

• Multiple choice.

• Info pop-up

• Not show the map to run clue trails. 

• While we can set Photo&Post
challenges we can’t verify people have 
done a challenge before letting them 
move on.

What Can You Do 
With The App?



Choose Your 
Adventure

Puzzle TrailIce Sculpture 
Walking Tour

Film Location 
Tour

Romeo & Juliet
Interactive Theatre

The App

Imagine 
What’s 
Possible



SDG16. Reconciliation 
interviews to bridge 

cultural divides in 
disputed lands.

SDG16. Pick 
your path: 

Running from 
war a refugee 

story.

SDG5. Life on 
the streets as a 

person of colour.

SDG8. Market tour of 
female artisans who 

reclaimed their 
independence.

SDG10. Oral 
histories of 

‘invisible’ slum 
women.

Consider stories of 
activism, NGO 
Social Impact, 
Communities telling 
their stories in an 
Interactive Way.

SDGs



Examples

• Interactive fictional adventures 

(choose your adventures, 

engaging with public space via 

story). 

• Local mythology/cultural stories

• Puzzle trails (solve clues, 

puzzles, mysteries, scavenger 

hunt)

• 360 video – interactive film



• Dance/circus trails (video)

• Interactive theatre pieces 

(video)

• Music scapes/locative 

music videos

• Oral/local history stories 

ala snap judgement

• Recordings of festival 

experiences

Examples



• Self-guided walking tours: 

public art, history 

(indigenous, multicultural), 

food etc

• Documentaries putting you 

in the shoes of our most 

vulnerable.

• Bridging cultural divides via 

story

Examples
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The Basics of 
Creating An 
Adventure



• Story/Script: link the location to story, 
engage the reader, bring people’s focus 
to the interesting features, build the 
fantasy.

• Interactive mechanism
• Narration: give tone and drama, make 

accessible, allow people to use their 
minds eye.

• Music: build atmosphere, create mood, 
bring to life an appropriate sound 
scape.

• Art/Filmmaker: Make the fiction/story 
reality – merge the real with the 
fantasy, or highlight a story live events.

• Performer: invite intimacy into 
movement performances

Transmedia Components



• What about the location sets 
the scene?

• What might happen to bring 
attention to feature?

• Does the location have an 
atmosphere that can be 
played on?

• Was it close enough to last 
location?

• What sounds can be 
incorporated into music?

• Safety

Locations



Writing with Choice In Mind

Harder than it looks



Branching 
Narratives

http://streetreads.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/CF-8.jpg
http://streetreads.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/CF-7.jpg
http://streetreads.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/CF-9.jpg


Non-
Branching 
Interactive 
Structures

E.g. Puzzle Rooms



Clues/Puzzles

Which need solving before the next story piece is unlocked (puzzles, trivia, 
multiple choice). 

Games/Find A Thing 

Physical activities you get participants to play with: themselves, each other or a 
‘character’. Increase awareness & to interact with surroundings.

Challenges

Climbing to the top of a rock/playground to fetch something. Knocking on or 
hugging trees, saying Rhymes to lure out creatures etc. Dance Challenge. Doing 
‘something’ as part of game play. 

Creation/legacy

Create something to play with or leave behind for others to discover (stick men, 
bark boats, love heart on a tree, a line carved in a rock etc)

Performance Overlay

Gamification & Interaction
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Gamification & Interaction



• Split pathways through experience

• Have two segments in the same 
location but with different stories 
depending on where you’ve been 
before.

• Multiple choice.

• Info pop-up

• Not show the map to run clue trails. 

• While we can set Photo&Post
challenges we can’t verify people have 
done a challenge before letting them 
move on.

What Can You Do 
With The App?
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Tips & Tricks 
for Setting Up 

& Testing 
Your 

Locations



Chapter 7

Crafting Your 
Beginnings, 
Choices & 
Endings



Writing & Interactivity: 
Beginnings

• Describe ordinary world location – set 
normal mood

• Introduction to scenario and ‘normality’ 
Must be quick and sharp

• Change in mood and scene that signifies 
introduction of fiction

• Point of no return, an event occurs to 
push the action

• Note character reactions/ speculation/or 
give reason

• Describe not only choices but exact 
location of next part of the story. 



Writing for 
Interactive Projects

• Neutrality in: Gender, Age, race.
• Back story problems: I don’t have a 

brother…
• Breaking Reality Via Time-Travel.
• Themes/story lines.
• Reveal hidden histories/locations/ 

Important causes.
• Attention Span.
• Age group: swearing etc
• What if the Tech breaks?



Writing Endings

• Reader is asked to determine next course of 
action…

• Can’t be subtle

• Endings need to be Wins, Loses or Partial 
Wins

• Allows a realistic sense of unpredictability

• Musicians get to score full range of emotions

How to increase viral marketing? Participation?
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Tips & Tricks 
for Outlining 

Your First 
Story



Chapter 9

Crafting Story 
for Artists, 

Narrations & 
Musicians



Musicians & 
Interactivity Tips

• Large amounts of material

• How to tackle multiple threads?

• Sound design Vs. composition.

• How can music lead/impact the 
story rather than just being 
background? What can be told 
that can’t be told with words?

• Size considerations.



Music & Interactivity: 
Work Flow

• Clarify vision

• Describe sounds

• Sample moods in prep.

• Reading script: Narration cues.

• Mark chances in mood/tension.

• Is transition sudden?

• Foreshadowing? Or Run at pace?

Jed Walters: Story City 
Musican (Gold Coast)



Art & 
Interactivity



Art & Interactivity: 
Development

• Development stage? Or 
Script stage?

• Development: Outline & 
Character

• Determine repeating 
features.

• Synopsis

• Building themes.



Art & Interactivity: 
Interpreting script

• Read start to end.

• Break down each section.

• Identify scenes you can draw 
(action best)

• Take note of fantasy elements.

• What background elements 
are important?

• Sketches for approval first!



• Provide your narrator with a description of vibe, 
style and tone + link to a Youtube Video showcasing 
it.

• Have a pronunciation guide for unusual or local 
words.

• Practise multiple times to get a natural feel.
• Cover all hard surfaces (particularly 

metal/glass/wood) with soft covering.
• Be at least a hands width back from the mic.
• Speak slower, allow for brief pause between 

sentences.
• Allow for 2-3 seconds of silence
• Made a mistake? Clap loudly in front of the mic then 

begin again at the start of the last sentence. 
• Get the narrator to do 2-3 samples so you can give 

feedback before large chunks of audio are recorded.
• Remember the narrator must have enough time to 

record & edit to produce the final audio file!

Recording Narration



Chapter 10

Finding & 
Working With 
Collaborators



Collaborations: 
Choosing People

• Not done single-handed

• Need to know skills available

• Everyone must bring something to 
the table

• Search for different skill sets

• People you like and respect

• Project goals must be the same

• The 3rd idea is best, be open.

• No Rules, but Guidelines.



Collaborations: 
Getting Started

• Communication
• Professionalism: Deadlines, 

outcomes, pay, contracts
• Who has veto? Who does final 

polish?
• Schedule regular catch-ups at start.
• Determine jobs.
• Break down into chunks
• Get over ‘perfect’
• Walk away plans.



Collaborations: How To
• Build on contributions

• Be positive before criticism.

• Active listening

• Rock solid version control



Chapter 10b

Scaling 
Complex 
Projects



Levelling Up: 
Scoping Your 

Projects

• What is your ultimate project/budget?

• What is your collective star power/ 
track record?

• Work backwards.

• Pilot projects.

• Crowdfund/Festival/Local Gov/Grants
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Tech Tips 
When 

Creating for 
Story City



• Are locations greater than 50 metres apart? 

• Are the choices to continue the story in 
opposite directions? 

• Are your branches over 1km? (max distance 
of 1.5km or 2.5km for walking tour). 

• Locations cannot be set inside. GPS + 
opening hours.

• Catching public transport?

• Safety

• Is there something of interest there, visually 
or historically? 

• Note at least one to two features of the 
location in every scene. What are 
interesting features people may not have 
bothered to take notice of before.

Location Tips



• The scene must start and end at the 
location set in the app (within 5-10m).

• The participant can’t walk through 
location in middle of a story, 
particularly in audio. 

• Avoid describing the weather or time of 
day - unless they matter to some sort 
of supernatural plotline.

• Is there something of interest there, 
visually or historically.

Believeability Tips
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Tips for the 
Adventurous 

Editor or 
Feedback 
Provider



• Note character reactions/speculations. Don’t 
usurp the reader’s response, but there must be an 
acknowledgement of weirdness.

• Is the character neutral in gender, age, or race? If 
not is the point of the project to immerse people 
in another culture/learn about a minority, via 
standing in ‘someone else’s shoes’. Just be aware 
of the limitations. 

• Any secondary characters your reader ‘interacts 
with’ can be whatever race/age/gender you 
would like.

• Don’t introduce too much character backstory. 
Friends, or say teachers, are better ‘companions’.

• Remember, ANYONE, can step into a story. E.g. a 
love story, or child adventurers…

• The participant/reader must play an active role, 
no bystander watching on, they must contribute 
significantly to the solution or failed attempt. 

Character Tips



• Be wary of boring endings.
• Yes you CAN kill characters or the participant’s 

character off in different endings. It doesn’t 
always have to be a happy ending.

• Use themes as a way to explore different 
genres/character types.

• Each choice must be motivation based. No 
daring the reader. Each choice needs to be 
equally compelling.

• Avoid repeating scenes in different branches, 
don’t remove the agency of the player.

• If you wish, you can set up a list of things for 
people to bring on their adventure (Make sure 
these props would be easy to find). 

Choice Architecture Tips



• Time travel /post apocalyptic is hard to pull off. 
There must be some remanence of the olden 
days. 

• Is there a central journey, mission, task for the 
participant to undertake over the course of 
fictional stories.

• Note at least one to two features of the location in 
every scene. What are interesting features people 
may not have bothered to take notice of before.

• Attention span is short! 500-700 words each 
location maximum or under 5mins of audio for 
fiction.

• No ‘place holder’ scenes allowed. 

• Descriptions don’t need to encompass every 
reader (e.g. I had a writer note that the person’s 
phone ‘buzzes, tweets, vibrates or whirs’. Just pick 
one word for the description). 

• Each choice must be motivation based.

Plot Tips



• MERGE: If two scenes in different branches doing 
similar things (theme, antagonists, challenges). Pick the 
most interesting location & take the best plot from 
each section to create super location.

• MERGE: Scenes in the same location when one scene is 
stronger than the other. Or if two locations are too 
close together causing tech problems.

• MERGE/DELETE: If a location makes the walk too long.

• DELETE: Scenes that have unsatisfying endings in 
comparison to the others .

• DELETE/REWRITE: Scenes that don’t move the narrative 
forward with some sort of defining event/choice for the 
location. 

• DELETE: Scenes where it was ‘all a dream’. That ending 
is never satisfying.

• DELETE: If a section is fun/atmospheric, but ultimately 
doesn’t add anything to the overall adventure.

Reducing Locations


